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1 Introduction

Monads are a de facto standard for the type-based
analysis of impure aspects of programs, such as run-
time cost [9, 5]. Recently, the logical dual of a monad,
the comonad, has also been used for the cost analysis
of programs, in conjunction with a linear type sys-
tem [6, 8]. The logical duality of monads and comon-
ads extends to cost analysis: In monadic type sys-
tems, costs are (side) effects, whereas in comonadic
type systems, costs are coeffects. However, it is not
clear whether these two methods of cost analysis are
related and, if so, how. Are they equally expressive?
Are they equally well-suited for cost analysis with
all reduction strategies? Are there translations from
type systems with effects to type systems with coef-
fects and viceversa? The goal of this work-in-progress
paper is to explore some of these questions in a simple
context — the simply typed lambda-calculus (STLC).
As we show, even this simple context is already quite
interesting technically and it suffices to bring out sev-
eral key points.

To compare monadic and comonadic type systems
for cost analysis of the STLC, we first need to build
these type systems. The cost of execution of a pro-
gram and, hence, its analysis depends on the reduc-
tion strategy. Accordingly, we consider call-by-value
(CBV) and call-by-name (CBN) reduction semantics
separately. For each of these two reduction strate-
gies, we first build a monadic cost type system and a
comonadic linear cost type system, for a total of four
type systems. Our development of these four type
systems is based on known, standard translations of
the CBN and CBV STLC into the computational
lambda calculus and intuitionistic linear logic due to
Moggi and Girard, respectively. See [1] for a standard
presentation of the four translations. The standard
computational lambda calculus and the standard lin-
ear logic do not take explicit reduction costs into ac-

count, but they can be extended in a natural way to
do so. We can grade the monad of the computational
lambda calculus with cost as an effect as in [13]. In
a dual way, we can grade the comonad of linear logic
(the operator “bang” or !) with the cost as a coeffect,
as in [14, 11, 4], and reminiscent of Bounded Linear
Logic [12].

Next, we pre-image the type systems from the tar-
gets of the translation (i.e., the cost-graded type sys-
tems for the computational lambda calculus and intu-
itionistic linear logic) back to the STLC. This yields
the four cost type systems for STLC, two each — one
monadic and one comonadic — for each of CBV and
CBN. The monadic and the comonadic type systems
we obtain for CBV are known from prior work [9, 8]
as is the comonadic type system for CBN [6]. We
have not seen the CBN monadic type system be-
fore, but it is completely natural in hindsight. For
brevity, in this paper we directly present these four
type systems, skipping how we obtain them through
the translations, since that background is inessential
for our remaining development.

Having built the four type systems, we start exam-
ining them closely. First, we show that all four type
systems are sound: Any cost provable in any of the
type systems is an upper bound on the actual cost
of reduction, counting a unit cost for each step of β-
reduction (in whatever strategy, CBV or CBN, the
type system was designed for). To do this, we use
cost-annotated unary logical relations. Logical rela-
tions have appeared in the literature on cost analysis
in various forms [7, 5, 3, 10]. For instance, in the
context of cost analysis for linear logic they are often
used in the form of Krivine’s realizability [2]. Second,
we make an interesting observation: For CBV, the
monadic type system is more amenable to an imple-
mentation than the comonadic one, while for CBN,
the picture reverses. This observation is instructive
for researchers and practitioners looking to build type
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systems for cost analysis.
Third, we present translations of the monadic type

systems into the comonadic ones by syntactic trans-
formation of typing derivations. This suggests that
the comonadic style is at least as expressive as the
monadic style, mathematically speaking. The exis-
tence of such a translation may sound contradictory
to our previous point that, in the case of CBN, the
comonadic system is more amenable to an implemen-
tation. However, there is no inconsistency here, be-
cause the translations are non-deterministic and do
not lend themselves to a straightforward implemen-
tation.

Ongoing work In ongoing work, we are looking
at (a) soundness proofs for our translations and dis-
covering translations in the other direction — from
the comonadic type systems to the monadic type sys-
tems and (b) relative completeness of the type sys-
tems. Both questions are difficult. Finding trans-
lations for comonadic type systems in monadic ones
is difficult because the former track a single cost for
the entire program, whereas the latter track costs of
subprograms locally (via the monad). Hence, some
amount of guessing or splitting of costs is needed for
the translation. Relative completeness is known to
be a hard question because the annotations in which
costs are expressed symbolically in the type system
must be sufficiently expressive. Prior work has shown
how to describe cost annotations completely for the
comonadic type systems for PCF [6, 8], but to the
best of our knowledge, no results are known for the
STLC, in either the monadic or the comonadic style.

Organization of the paper In Section 2, we
present our development for CBV semantics. This
includes the monadic and comonadic cost type sys-
tems, their soundness results and the translation from
the monadic to the comonadic type system. In Sec-
tion 3, we present the parallel (but technically very
different) development for CBN. Section 4 presents
some additional discussion and concludes the paper.

2 Call-by-value

We present the monadic and comonadic cost type sys-
tems for CBV in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively.

In the monadic type system, cost annotations ε ap-
pear in two places: on the function type A

ε−→ B and
on the right side of a typing judgment as in :ε. The
first of these annotations describes the cost of the

Types A,B ::= Nat | A ε−→ B
Context Γ ::= x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An
Judgment Γ ` t :ε A

id
Γ, x : A ` x :0 A

Γ, x : A ` t :ε B
lam

Γ ` λx.t :0 A
ε−→ B

Γ ` t :ε1 A
ε−→ B Γ ` u :ε2 A

app
Γ ` t u :ε+ε1+ε2+1 B

nat
Γ ` n :0 Nat

Figure 1: CBV monadic system

evaluation of the body of the function. In monadic
notation with a graded cost monad T , the type would
be written A → Tε(B) (given a value of type A, we
get a computation of type B and runtime cost ε).
The second kind of annotation describes the cost of
the evaluation of the term that is the subject of the
judgment. These two annotations interact in the rule
(lam) and in the rule (app).

The comonadic type system is quite different. An-
notations appear in two places: in the exponential
modality !r, and in the conclusion of the typing judg-
ment | ε. The first of these describes the number of
times a term can be used, while the second describes
the cost of evaluating the term.

There are two salient points of difference between
the two type systems. First, unlike the monadic sys-
tem’s function types, the comonadic system’s func-
tion types carry no cost (ε) annotations. Instead, in
the comonadic system, there is only one global cost
on the typing judgment. This also means that the two
systems count costs for functions differently. Second,
in the comonadic type system the rule (lam) antici-
pates the number of times r the constructed function
will be used by its context, by adding the annotation
!r. In an implementation (type checking or type infer-
ence), this number must be guessed or approximated
by an analysis of the surrounding context. Similar
guessing is not required in the monadic type system,
which is, therefore, likely more amenable to an imple-
mentation. However, both type systems are sound.

Theorem 1 (Soundness, CBV). If either ` t :ε A or
` t : A | ε, then there is a k ∈ N such that t→∗ v in
CBV with k applications of rule (app) and k ≤ ε.
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Types A,B ::= Nat | !r(A→ B)
Context Γ ::= x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An
Judgment Γ ` t : A | ε

Γ1 � Γ2 = {x : Nat | x : Nat ∈ Γ1 ∪ Γ2} ∪
{x :!n+m(A→ B) | x :!n(A→ B) ∈ Γ1

and x :!m(A→ B) ∈ Γ2}

r ? Γ = {x : Nat | x : Nat ∈ Γ} ∪
{x :!r·n(A→ B) | x :!n(A→ B) ∈ Γ}

id
x : A ` x : A | 0

Γ, x : A ` t : B | ε
lam

r ? Γ ` λx.t :!r(A→ B) | r · ε

Γ1 ` t :!1(A→ B) | ε1 Γ2 ` u : A | ε2
app

Γ1 � Γ2 ` t u : B | ε1 + ε2 + 1

nat
` n : Nat | 0

Figure 2: CBV comonadic system

Proof. By separate logical relations for the monadic
and comonadic type systems.

To better understand the differences in how the two
type systems count costs, we develop a translation
from the monadic calculus to the comonadic one.1

This translation is shown in Figure 3. The most in-
structive clause of the translation is that for typing
judgments, which explains the relation between the
ways in which the two type systems count costs. The
translation is non-deterministic: The number r in the
translation of function types can be arbitrary, which
reflects our earlier point about the need to guess the
number of uses of a function in the comonadic type
system, but not the monadic one. We conjecture that
the translation maps a valid type derivation to a valid
type derivation for at least one resolution of this non-
determinism and we are currently working on a proof
of this conjecture.

3 Call-by-name

We carry out a similar development for CBN. The
monadic and comonadic cost type systems for CBN
are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively.

In the monadic type system, cost annotations ε ap-

pear in two places: On the function type A
ε1,ε2−−−→ B

and on all typing judgments as in :ε. A
ε1,ε2−−−→ B

ascribes functions whose body has cost ε2, given an
argument of cost ε1. In CBN, the argument to a func-
tion is a term, not a value, so the cost of evaluating
the argument must be assumed in order to compute
the cost of the function’s body. Similarly, the costs of
all variables in the context must be assumed to com-
pute the cost of a term. This explains the annotation

ε1 on A
ε1,ε2−−−→ B, and the annotation :ε on all vari-

ables in the context, neither of which was required in
the CBV monadic type system.

The comonadic type system also has two cost an-
notations: !r on function types (!rA) → B and | ε
in the conclusion of the typing judgment. The first
describes the number of times a function uses its ar-
gument, while the second describes the cost of eval-
uating the typed term. The comonadic type system
does not need to assume the costs of arguments and
context variables because it counts the cost of a term
without the cost of its leaves (variables). This is
sound because the type system is linear.

Dual to CBV, the monadic CBN type system re-
quires guessing the cost ε1 in the rule (lam) whereas
the comonadic CBN type system requires no simi-
lar guessing. Consequently, for CBN, the comonadic
type system might be easier to implement. Both type
systems are sound.

Theorem 2 (Soundness, CBN). If either ` t :ε A or
` t : A | ε, then there is a k ∈ N such that t→∗ v in
CBN with k applications of rule (app) and k ≤ ε.

Proof. By separate logical relations for the monadic
and comonadic type systems.

Figure 6 shows the translation from the monadic
type system to the comonadic one. The interesting
clause is the one for typing judgments, which ex-
plains how cost accounting in the two type systems
relates. This translation is non-deterministic because
the translation of function types and of contexts has
a free r on the right side. Again, we conjecture that
the translation maps a valid monadic type derivation

1We are currently attempting to build a translation in the
other direction as well.
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`(Nat)v , Nat Type translation

`(A
ε−→ B)v , !r(`(A)v ( `(B)v)

`(Γ, x : A)v , `(Γ)v, x : `(A)v Context translation

`(Γ ` t :ε A)v , ∆ ` t : A′ | ε+ (A)A′ − (Γ)∆ Typing translation
where ∆ = `(Γ)v, A

′ = `(A)v and:

(Nat)Nat , 0 (A
ε−→ B)!r(A′→B′) , r · (ε+ (B)B′ − (A)A′)

(•)• , 0 (Γ, x : A)∆,x:A′ , (Γ)∆ + (A)A′

Figure 3: Translation of the CBV monadic system to the CBV comonadic system.

Types A,B ::= Nat | A ε1,ε2−−−→ B
Context Γ ::= x1 :ε1 A1, . . . , xn :εn An
Judgment Γ ` t :ε A

id
Γ, x :ε A ` x :ε A

Γ, x :ε1 A ` t :ε2 B
lam

Γ ` λx.t :0 A
ε1,ε2−−−→ B

Γ ` t :ε A
ε1,ε2−−−→ B Γ ` u :ε1 A

app
Γ ` t u :ε+ε2+1 B

nat
Γ ` n :0 Nat

Figure 4: CBN monadic system

to a valid comonadic type derivation for at least one
resolution of the non-determinism.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

Based on our type systems, we note that the primary
difference between monadic and comonadic cost anal-
ysis is that in the former the costs of arguments must
be assumed locally in analyzing a function, while in
the latter that cost is added at the point of function
application. Naturally, the monadic analysis fits only
CBV well, where arguments are values with fixed cost
0. The comonadic analysis fits CBN better because
of the way it counts costs for functions.

A significant open question at this point is that of
relative completeness: Can every STLC expression be
typed in either the monadic or the comonadic style
with a precise cost? Prior work answers this question

Types A,B ::= Nat | (!rA)→ B
Context Γ ::= x1 :!r1A1, . . . , xn :!rnAn
Judgment Γ ` t : A | ε

Γ1 + Γ2 = {x :!n+mA | x :!nA ∈ Γ1 and x :!mA ∈ Γ2}

r ? Γ = {x : Nat | x : Nat ∈ Γ} ∪
{x :!r·n(A→ B) | x :!n(A→ B) ∈ Γ}

id
x :!1A ` x : A | 0

Γ, x :!rA ` t : B | ε
lam

Γ ` λx.t : (!rA)→ B | ε

Γ1 ` t : (!rA)→ B | ε1 Γ2 ` u : A | ε2
app

Γ1 + r ? Γ2 ` t u : B | ε1 + r · ε2 + 1

nat
` n : Nat | 0

Figure 5: CBN comonadic system
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`(Nat)n , Nat Type translation

`(A
ε1,ε2−−−→ B)n , !r`(A)n( `(B)n

`(Γ, x :ε A)n , `(Γ)n, x : !r`(A)n Context translation

`(Γ ` t :ε A)n , ∆ ` t : A′ | ε+ (A)A′ − (Γ)∆ Typing translation
where ∆ = `(Γ)n, A

′ = `(A)n and:

(Nat)Nat , 0 (A
ε1,ε2−−−→ B)!rA′→B′ , ε2 + (B)B′ − r · (ε1 + (A)A′)

(•)• , 0 (Γ, x :ε A)∆,x:!rA′ , (Γ)∆ + r · (ε+ (A)A′)

Figure 6: Translation of the CBN monadic system to the CBN comonadic system.

affirmatively for PCF in the comonadic style for both
CBN and CBV [6, 8]. The main difficulty is in de-
termining a sufficiently expressive language for costs.
While it is trivial to see that the language used for
PCF can also be used to obtain relative complete-
ness for the STLC (in the comonadic style), the more
interesting question is whether that language can be
simplified for the STLC. Also, the question of relative
completeness in the monadic style remains open.
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